Primary Maker: com.gallerysystems.emuseum.core.entities.RecordXPerson@9a832
Title: The Meteor Game
Date: ca. 1900
Medium: Wood, ceramic, paper, cardboard
Dimensions: Container (box): 2 1/4 × 8 7/8 × 8 7/8 in. (5.7 × 22.5 × 22.5 cm)
Credit Line: The Liman Collection
Object Number: 2000.287

Object Name: Table game
Classification: TOYS
Physical Description: "Meteor" marble game with 300 painted ceramic marbles in various colors, wooden playing board, cardboard playing board and instruction booklet in a wooden box with a sliding lid; box cover lithographed with an image of two children and their mother playing with the "Meteor" game and a set of building blocks; cover inscribed, "Meteor/ F.A.D. RICHTER & CIE/ RUDOLSTADT, GERMANY,/ NEW-YORK, AMERICAN HOUSE: 215 CANAL STREET/ Made in Germany".